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was moving on Cairo from the north-east, while a force from
India under Baird was about to land on the western shore of
the Red Sea with the same objective. Thither also Hutchinson,
after investing Alexandria, marched with the main body of his
army; weak detachments only opposed him, and by the end
of June he had effected a junction with the Turks before the
walls of the city, and the French commander was induced to
sign a convention under which his troops were to evacuate the
country and be transported home to France. Two months
later Menou in Alexandria capitulated on the same terms,
Baird's force, after a difficult and toilsome march across the
whole breadth of the country, arrived just too late for the
final operations, which rounded off with brilliance and com-
pleteness the victorious Egyptian campaign of 1801.
Events elsewhere were predisposing the new ruler of France
to peace, which was already being informally discussed by
British envoys in Paris. Both belligerents were exhausted
by ten years of war; both had serious internal problems
which pressed for settlement; and neither had succeeded
in gaining any decisive advantage over the other. In October
1801, therefore, the preliminaries were signed ; France retained
practically all her Continental conquests, while England kept
only Trinidad and Ceylon. The final treaty of Amiens, con-
cluded in March 1802, therefore marked an interlude—but
an interlude only—in the titanic struggle with France.
It has always been customary among historians to compare
the war administration of the younger Pitt with that of his
famous father, Chatham—very much to the disadvantage of
the former. We have previously given our grounds for
believing that the merits of Chatham as a War Minister have
beea considerably overrated, and it would seem that his un-
fortunate son, on the other hand, has had something less than
justice done him in this respect.
The main features of Pitt's military policy were laid down
in complete accordance with historical precedent, and were
in fact probably modelled on the lines of Chatham's own
practice in the Seven Years' War. Pitt fully realised that
the true function of the army was to serve as a projectile for
the fleet, and that its main effort was best directed against
outlying enemy possessions, which could be first isolated by
sea-power and then reduced to submission at leisure. As
subsidiary xindertakings there remained co-operation with
Britain's allies in any suitable European- theatre—Flanders
for choice—and small enterprises against the coastline of France
by way of diversions. This had been the essence of Chatham's
policy, and his son no doubt considered he could hardly do

